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Pratt’s implements
vehicle tracker
Banana specialist SH Pratt & Co
has implemented a new IT system
to track its vehicles and take cost
out of its supply chain.
The company is using Isotrak’s
Active Transport Management
System (ATMS) to provide
vehicle tracking and route
optimisation for its tractors.
Pratt’s sources bananas from a
number of farms in the
Dominican Republic, Colombia,
the Ivory Coast, Ghana, Costa
Rica and Ecuador.
The deal will see a number of
Pratt’s tractors ﬁtted out with all
aspects of ATMS products
including vehicle tracking, a
driver style module, driver
communications, state fuel tax
reporting, driver terminals,
resource management, MDT units
for messaging and CANBUs
CANcliQ software.
Pratt’s md Robert Wells said:
“With greater pressure to meet
both ever tighter delivery
windows at supermarket RDCs
and achieving greater economies
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operating a ﬂeet, we felt the need
to improve on information on
ﬂeet visibility and driver/vehicle
management. Isotrak will provide
us with the tools to drive these
improvements forward with the
resultant increases in SLA
compliance, decreases in cost and
a consequential reduction in our
carbon footprint.”
Greville Coe of Isotrak added:
“Isotrak is delighted to have won
the contract to provide its
applications to Pratt’s.”
■

Dole launches iPhone
app for shoppers
Dole Fresh Vegetables has
launched an iPhone application
designed to help consumers
incorporate more fresh salads into
their diets.
The Mix It Up! With Dole
application is one of the world’s
ﬁrst mobile phone programmes
dedicated to consumer-friendly
salad shopping and menu
development, according to the
company.
The comprehensive recipe and
nutrition resource, designed
speciﬁcally by Dole to
complement its salads line, is free
to download for all Apple iPhone
or iTouch users.
“Mix It Up! With Dole takes instore salad shopping to a whole
new handheld level,” explained
Ronda Reed, vice-president of
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marketing for Dole Fresh
Vegetables.
“Now, as easy as using a phone,
you can search for Dole salad
varieties, export recipes, serving
suggestions and pairing ideas,
create shopping lists, and watch
how-to salad preparation videos at
the touch of a button.”
Inspired by the on-pack Dole
Salad Guide, the salad search
option offers both sliding taste
and texture scales and a “shake”
feature that creates lessstructured suggestions for
adventurous salad lovers.
Once on the blend page, users
have access to blend-speciﬁc
package photos, recipes and
serving suggestions.
Users can also share recipes
via Facebook and Twitter.
■

The latest Plimsoll report stating that “some food
companies aren’t worth investing in” must have been about
as welcome as a pork chop at a Bar Mitzvah. It pointed out
that with profit margins at less than 1.5 per cent of turnover,
any commercial hiccup could see them fail, making it very
difficult to attract bank funding due to perceived risk.
This ignores the wider picture on growth prospects within
the fresh produce sector. A Datamonitor report in
September featuring an industry profile on the global fruit
and vegetable industry painted a healthy picture. It stated
that the worldwide market for fresh produce had grown to
$511 billion by 2009 and is forecast to grow to $687.8bn by
2014. This impressive 34 per cent compound annual growth
rate is hardly symptomatic of an industry in dire straits.
As the global trend towards healthy eating gathers pace,
the fresh produce industry is well placed to benefit.
However, the reality is that margins continue to be under
pressure. At the same time, quality and delivery demands
increase, traceability regulations ratchet up unproductive
administration costs, while transport expenses accelerate
with every fuel price rise.
At a number of recent food seminars, the theme was the
waste inherent in the food supply chain. Figures bandied
about suggested that we produce twice as much food as we
consume. One in four trucks on our roads transport food
and half of them are empty. This represents an ideal
opportunity where the IT industry can play a significant part.
A common request throughout these seminars was the
desire for supply chain transparency to reduce waste while
improving efficiency. However, many food supply
organisations operate with a myriad of paper and electronic
systems. These islands of data make it difficult to facilitate
supply chain visibility within these companies, let alone
share the information externally with their customers and
suppliers. Here, a fully integrated modern supply chain
system can help by providing the required level of product
and commercial transparency.
While it is sometimes difficult to face up to the fact that
legacy systems are well past their sell by date and no longer
meet the changing needs of the business, ignoring the issue
could prove costly commercially. If successfully
implementing a new system could help reduce costs while
improving customer service, it could assist in attracting
inward investment. However, continuing to do the same
things while expecting different results may prove Plimsoll
and the banks right. After all, when was the last time that a
supermarket volunteered a margin increase?
■
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